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Abstract 

Communicative and natural processing of language in the world of translation is substantiated through 

simultaneous decoding and encoding of information in the source and target languages. The researchers 

analyzed pragmatic strategies and approaches undertaken by the Persian and Kurdish translators of the 

Quranic discourse marker thumma. The source text corpus was selected randomly and the target text 

parallel corpora were selected based on purposive sampling. Theoretical perspectives in pragmatics and 

translation were employed in the analysis of parallel corpora in this investigation. The results revealed that 

various types and combinations of the Kurdish and Persian temporal discourse markers were utilized by 

these translators. Moreover, other Kurdish and Persian elaborative, contrastive, and inferential discourse 

markers were also used in rendering the discourse marker thumma in the Quran. This dynamic approach to 

the construction of discourse was substantiated based on the realization of different conventions in the 

construction of discourse in different languages and cultures. This dynamic system in the construction of a 

proper discourse for the readers is verified based on the application of different theories in discourse 

analysis and pragmatics and the application of context and text-sensitive strategies in the process of 

translation. The characteristics, bases, and resources of these dynamic translation strategies are discussed 

based on pragmatic awareness rising in various aspects of translation education and some suggestions were 

offered in the application of the findings in syllabus design, translation evaluation, and rethinking of 

approaches in lexicography.                                      
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1. Introduction 

The examination of the efforts in the establishment of social relations with the creation of 

an appropriate text is referred to as pragmatics. Researchers in the world of pragmatics analyze 

the writers’/speakers’ implied lines of work in the manifestation and communication of their 

thoughts on the one hand and the recipients’ lines of action in inferring the interlocutors’ implied 

purposes and objectives on the other hand. That is, in what way words and expressions are 

manipulated to undertake various functions in human communication (Jones, 2012). 

Furthermore, pragmatic investigations focus on the characteristics of cross-cultural 

communication (Ishihara & Cohen, 2010). The operational, practical, and pragmatic aspects of 

translation engross the immediate decoding and encoding of information on the basis of 

sociocultural, linguistic, and metalinguistic standards stimulated by the natural processing of 

language (Chesterman, 2016). 

From a meta-communicative and meta-comment viewpoint, language components such as 

conjunctions, adverbs, coordinators, filler words, fixed expressions, short sentences, and 

prepositional phrases are called discourse markers (DMs). DMs are the most important variables 

in the monitoring, construction, and interpretation of discourse (Aijmer, 2002; Hyland, 2005). 

That is, DMs merge units of discourse, display discourse boundary, simplify discourse 

interpretation, perform multiple functions, convey interlocutors’ feelings in the discourse, create 

more relevant texts, and help interlocutors analyze discourse (Mohammadi et al., 2015). Despite 

the central part played by DMs in denoting what to focus on in discourse and how to decode and 

encode messages, their manipulation, treatment, equivalents, and functions have not been fully 

analyzed in former investigations in the analyses of translations in different languages 

comparatively. Consequently, scientific, research, and educational situations and contexts are 

deprived of translators’ professional and pragmatic manipulation of discourse construction and 

discourse monitoring strategies and are not aware of the pragmatic principles governing the 

manipulation of DMs in the process of translation. But this line of neglecting the professional 

translators’ pragmatic approaches in this area is not logical, particularly for translation instructors, 

students, and material developers. Also developing awareness of this professional line of 

pragmatic work without awareness raising through the analysis of parallel corpora and data 

analysis is impossible. Because of the fundamental pragmatic functions of DMs in creation, 

interpretation, and monitoring of discourse, this study extends the picture by investigating the 

translators’ patterns of the manipulation of the uses and functions of DMs by Iranian professional 

translators in the construction of discourse in the translation process.  
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2. Review of Literature 

This part provides an analysis of different groups of empirical studies. They consist of 

figurative language, discourse-oriented approaches, lexical systems, syntactic structures, 

translation strategies, and ideological perspectives. Analysis of the figurative language of the 

Quran in translation is the focus of the first group of empirical investigations. One group of 

researchers (Akbari et al., 2012) analyzed the Quranic simile in Persian and English translations. 

They discovered that in the process of the translation from Arabic into Persian and English, some 

changes were observed in transferring different components of simile. 

Other investigators (Afrouz & Mollanazar, 2017) analyzed 14 English translations of the 

Holy Quran in terms of the beauty of the form and concluded that only one Iranian translator 

preserved the aesthetics of the Holy Quran in his translation and approached the process of the 

translation from a poetic approach. Two other researchers (Manafi Anari & Mostafaei, 2017) 

investigated translators’ treatment of the form-meaning interactions in translations of this Holy 

book. The interaction between form-meaning is analyzed from two perspectives: poetic 

translation and prose translation. Expression of form was more successful in prose translation and 

conveying the meaning was effectively done in poetic translation. Manipulation of the figurative 

language of the Holy Quran was analyzed by another researcher (Mosaffa Jahromi, 2012) through 

the investigation of information structure by analyzing verb-initial and noun-initial constructions 

in the Quranic text. The findings revealed that translators were not successful in rendering these 

rhetorical aspects of discourse.  

The second category of empirical studies focused on discourse-oriented approaches to the 

translation of the Holy Quran. A group of investigators analyzed cohesive tools within the 

framework of the natural processing of language in the translation process (Karimnia & 

Gharekhani, 2016; Najafi et al., 2009). These researchers discovered that in the normal and 

conventional use of language in the context of translation, translators resorted to explicitation of 

the cohesive devices in the process of translation with different degrees and instances. And other 

researchers (Yazdani & Ghamkhah, 2015) focused on the translators’ approach to the referential 

systems in the Holy Quran in the construction of discourse in the process of translation. These 

investigators discovered two discourse-oriented techniques of explicitation and implicitation in 

the construction and creation of discourse in the target language. 

The metaphorical aspect of discourse in Persian translations of the Holy Quran was 

analyzed by other investigators (Eghbaly & Rahimi, 2010). These investigators found out that 

metaphors in the Holy Quran were rendered differently by constructing discourse semantically 

and communicatively. Other researchers (Valavi & Hassani, 2016) analyzed four Persian 

translations of the Holy Quran by concentrating on metonymies as a rhetorical aspect of discourse 

and discovered that the implicit concepts were rendered occasionally. 
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Discourse production elements such as elliptical and excessive metonymy were analyzed by 

investigators (Mohammadi & Valavi, 2018) and their results revealed that some translators 

approached their translation pragmatically and others resorted to word-by-word construction of 

discourse in the process of translation. Rendering of the extended metaphors was investigated by 

another group of researchers (Movahhedian & Yazdani, 2020). These researchers discovered that 

recreation of the same and similar image was the most frequent discourse construction strategy in 

the process of translation and translators resorted to similar metaphors and similes. 

The analysis of the lexical system of language was focused by the third category of empirical 

studies. A group of researchers (Ghoreishi et al., 2010) analyzed manipulation of the Quranic 

vocabulary and their collocations in the process of the construction of discourse in translation by 

the analysis of two English translations, Arbury and Yusuf Ali. The findings revealed that these 

two English translators of the Holy Quran resorted to description and explanation and applied 

fewer equivalents in the process of translating the vocabulary and the collocations. Another group 

of investigations (Mohammadi, 2022a, 2022b) investigated the manipulation of the Quranic 

discourse markers in the creation of discourse in the process of translation. These investigations 

revealed that these metalinguistic variables were not approached literally or on a word-by-word 

procedure. These elements are employed to monitor discourse innovatively and dynamically by 

the professional translators based on an awareness of linguistic, cultural, metalinguistic, and 

pragmatic orientations by different groups and combinations of Persian discourse markers to 

express four different types of logical contrastive, elaborative, inferential, and temporal discourse 

markers in the Persian language. In another study (Ashrafi & Seyedalangi, 2010) some keywords 

from one chapter of the Quran were elected from four English translations. These researchers 

concluded that some of those keywords were not rendered properly. 

Rendering of the syntactic structures of the Holy Quran was analyzed by the fourth 

category of empirical investigations. One of the researchers (Mansouri, 2010) analyzed the 

manipulation of word order in English translations of the Holy Quran. The researcher believes 

that word order influences the process of communicating meaning and any change in the ordering 

of the syntactic elements of this language results in a variation of the meaning transferred. And 

English translations modified the order and applied the English syntactic system and as a result, 

some modifications were observed in transferring the meaning of the Quran. In another study 

(Mansouri, 2015) the passive voice of the Quran was analyzed in Persian translations of the 

Quran. It was revealed that in the process of translating from Arabic into Persian, the passive 

voice was modified because of approaching translation from an interpretation-oriented 

perspective and based on a context-sensitive perspective.  

The fifth category of empirical studies on the translations of the Holy Quran focused on the 

analysis of translation strategies applied by professional translators. One of the researchers 

(Poshtdar, 2016) analyzed an old rendering of the Holy Quran which was published 400 years ago, 

and discovered that the translators approached the translation of the Quran on a word-by-word 
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basis. Also, Islamic concepts and their translations in 14 English translations were analyzed by two 

investigators (Ordudari & Mollanazar, 2016). These researchers discovered that different 

subdivisions of substitution where are applied in the translations by English translators. And other 

investigators (Afrouz & Mollanazar, 2017) examined the rendering of technical terms and their 

equivalence in different Persian translations. These investigators discovered the following 

strategies to solve their problems in these Persian translations: synonymy, linguistic translation, 

autonomous creation, deletion, repetition, and intertextual gloss. Other researchers (Ghazizadeh 

et al., 2015) investigated the translation of the Holy Quran for a specific purpose based on the 

Scopus theory, that is, for children. They discovered the following strategies: semantic strategies, 

syntactic and pragmatic strategies. 

The sixth category of empirical investigations examined the translations of the Quran from 

an ideological perspective. One of the researchers analyzed the manipulation of metaphorical 

expressions of the Holy Quran in the Persian translations (Mosaffa Jahromi, 2010). This 

researcher discovered that Persian translators approached the translation from an interpretation-

oriented perspective and their interpretations were shaped by their ideological directions and 

metaphorical expressions were influenced by the translators’ ideological orientations. Other 

researchers (Poostforoush & Mollanazar, 2010) focused on the religious backgrounds of the 

translators and concluded that Christian and Muslim translators’ approaches to translation were 

under the influence of their religious ideological patterns and they were reflected in their 

translation strategies fluctuations. 

The analysis of the emphatic devices of the holy Quran in translation was conducted by 

other researchers (Vaezi et al., 2018). They found out that ideological directions and orientations 

influenced the process of translating this pragmatic strategy in the construction of discourse. 

Gender and ideology interaction was investigated by two researchers (Eriss & Hashemi, 2018). 

They analyzed two translations conducted by male and female translators. The findings of this 

research revealed that discourse construction in the process of translation was under influence by 

the translators’ gender and ideological perspectives. 

 

3. Research Questions 

Accordingly, these questions are directed in this study:  

1. How is discourse monitored in the process of rendering the Quranic DM Thumma by these        

Kurdish and Persian translators?                                                                            

2. Which categories of the Kurdish and Persian DMs are utilized in the construction of discourse 

in   the process of translation?                                                                                                                

3. What functions are accomplished by these Kurdish and Persian DMs in rendering this Quranic 

DM?                                                                                                                                             

4. How discourse construction can be justified in the process of translation?  
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4. Methodology 

4.1. Research Method         

In line with the fact that this investigation contains theoretical standpoints, examines data 

stemming from the natural, ordinary, and genuine use of language in professional environments, 

and poses research questions, it is equally descriptive -gathering information to scientifically 

describe and explain a phenomenon, state of affairs, or population, and qualitative- focusing on 

gaining an understanding of an individual’s assessment and experience of events and 

circumstances and his relevant reactions. Pragmatic researchers study the interlocutors’ indirect 

lines of actions in the construction of sociocultural relations in cross-lingual and cross-cultural 

communication by producing and analyzing discourse. They study in what way words are utilized 

to express different functions in communication and form cross-lingual and cross-cultural 

interaction appropriately, spontaneously, and systematically (Ishihara & Cohen, 2010; Jones, 

2012). This exploratory study analyzed Kurdish and Persian translations of the Quranic DM 

Thumma in the creation of discourse in professional translation contexts.  

   

4.2. Theoretical Perspectives    

Theoretically, pragmatics acted as the guideline for the present study. In such studies, the 

nature of interaction and cross-cultural communication is the main point to be investigated by 

researchers (Jones, 2012; Richards, 2015). Pragmatics researchers analyze:    

1. The procedures in handling and manipulating the different pragmatic conventions in different 

cultures, discourses, and languages,        

2. The methods of handling functions and speech acts in cross-cultural interactions by 

interlocutors,                   

3. The system of transferring conventions and costumes from one language to another,                 

4. The structure of exposing pragmatic patterns and norms in interactions,  

5. The approaches in the construction of a discourse which is relevant, logical, and fluent, 
      

Moreover, the Translation Spotting Theory was applied to perform the analysis of 

problem-solving strategies in translation. According to this theory, translators’ procedures, 

strategies, and approaches concerning their practical, functional, and pragmatic orientation in 

simultaneous decoding and encoding of information based on cultural, linguistic, and 

metalinguistic principles through the natural processing of language were taken into account 

(Cartoni & Zuferry, 2013). 

 

4.3. Corpus and Procedure 

The corpus of this study consisted of the source and target texts: The Quran and the 

Persian and Kurdish translations. 6 sections of the Quran including 20% of the whole book were 
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randomly selected as the source text corpus. These randomly-selected sections included sections 

1, 2, 14, 17, 28, and 29 (Table 1). The parallel corpora (target text) comprised the Persian 

translation of the Holy Quran by Maleki (2017) and the Kurdish translation by Ebrahimi (2000). 

The purposive sampling basis was applied for the selection of these translations since both 

translators followed a common approach (an interpretation-oriented approach). That is, they 

used the interpretation of the Holy Quran by Allameh Tabatabaee (i.e., Almizan) as a guide for 

their translations. 

Table 1                                          

Frequency of Selected Sections, Words, and DMs in the Corpus  

Number Components Analyzed Frequency Percentage 

1 Sections 6 20% 

2 Total words 77,807 100% 

3 Words in the corpus 16,906 22% 

4 DMs in the corpus 2535 15% 

5 TDM Thumma 188 5% 

     

In the second step, the examples of the DM ‘thumma’ were spotted in the above-mentioned 

sections in the source text. Then these examples and their equivalents in the Persian and the 

Kurdish translations were compared with one another. In the next phase, the translators’ 

equivalents detected for this DM were classified for analysis. And finally, the exploited extracts of 

the Persian (N=55) and Kurdish (N=55) equivalents were evaluated by four raters. 

 

4.4. Scientific Reliability  

To meet the reliability of the obtained results, four raters were invited to confirm the 

researchers’ recognition of equivalents in the Persian and Kurdish translations for the Quranic 

DM ‘Thumma’. The raters who investigated the Persian translations were a translation studies 

university lecturer and a linguist respectively. Similarly, the two raters for confirming the Kurdish 

equivalents were native speakers of the Kurdish language (Sorani branch) and one of them was a 

university lecturer and the other was a linguist. The researchers’ documentation of the instances 

of the Persian and Kurdish equivalents for the DM ‘Thumma’ was confirmed by the Persian and 

Kurdish raters. That is, there was complete consistency between the raters and the researchers. 

 

5. Results and Discussion 

5.1. Results 

The questions focused on monitoring discourse in rendering the Quranic DM Thumma by 

the Kurdish and Persian translators, categories of the Kurdish and Persian DMs utilized in the 

construction of discourse in the process of translation, the functions of DMs in the parallel 

corpora, and the theoretical foundations of discourse construction in the process of translation. 
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The analysis of the Kurdish and the Persian parallel corpora revealed that the encoding of this 

Quranic DM was not approached literally or even semantically. Rather, they encoded it 

differently, creatively, innovatively, as well as pragmatically. And various categories, 

combinations, and sequences of the Kurdish and the Persian discourse markers were applied by 

these translators in rendering the Quranic DM Thumma into these Indo-European languages 

(questions 1 and 2). These different categories and combinations of discourse markers express 

four different logical, communicative, meta-discursive, and socio-pragmatic relations of contrast, 

elaboration, inference, and temporality between the units of discourse (question 3). As the 

extracts derived from the parallel corpora cannot be isolated, i.e., they are combined, integrated, 

and inter-dependent. And different DMs are used in a single sentence in Kurdish or Persian 

translations, then a single Table (Table 2) displays all the extracts in an integrated framework. 

  

5.1.1. The Metadiscursive Relation of Temporality:      

It expresses a time-oriented system in the construction of discourse through a linear or 

hierarchical temporal structure, which is established and created by time features, time spans, and 

their interrelations (Becker & Egetenmeyer, 2018). All of the above strategies in the construction, 

distribution, and comprehension of discourse, i.e., discursive practices, are substantiated through 

the professional application and manipulation of temporal discourse markers (TDMs) in the 

creation of discourse. In the process of translation, these metacommunication components are 

manipulated professionally in the structuration of discourse. The highest frequency of distribution 

belongs to TDMs in the process of rendering the Quranic DM Thumma into the Kurdish 

language. They include after that (extracts, 1, 13, 16), then (extracts, 1, 8, 21, 24), afterward 

(extracts, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 18), later on (extracts 15, 22), another time (extract 18), and thereafter 

(extract 9), accounting for 40% of the distribution. In Persian translation, the first rank with 

37.5% of the distribution belongs to temporal DMs too. The discourse markers applied in the 

process of encoding information in Persian translation include after that (extracts 1, 13, 27), then 

(extracts 1, 2, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18), at the end (extract 1), afterward (extract 4), later on (extract 

18), and finally (extract 31). That is natural, because the Quranic DM in question also has got a 

temporal function in the source text itself. This process of discourse construction represents 

variety, creativity, and innovation. 

  

5.1.2. The Metadiscursive Relation of Elaboration: 

The logical and meta-discursive relation of elaboration is applied for the expression of 

positive supporting of ideas, the addition of new units to discourse, and explanation and expansion 

of the evidence and knowledge represented by previous units of discourse. That is, in the first unit 

of discourse a topic is introduced, and in the second unit it is expanded and developed from 

different perspectives. The interlocutors express the confirmation and agreement between the 
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units of discourse, favor, support, and strengthen the ideas in the previous statements and 

emphasize the message in the former unit of discourse. All of the above discursive practices are 

substantiated through the competent use and manipulation of elaborative discourse markers 

(EDMs) in the construction of discourse. These Kurdish and Persian translators have appealed to 

Kurdish and Persian EDMs in the process of encoding the Quranic DM Thumma into these Indo-

European languages. The second rank in the corpus with 33% of the distribution belongs to 

elaborative discourse markers in the construction of discourse in the encoding of this Qur’anic 

DM into the Kurdish language. And they consist of also (extracts 1, 5, 9, 19, 21, 22, 23), again 

(extracts 1, 17, 19, 20), and or like (extract 6). In addition, the second rank in the Persian parallel 

corpus in encoding this discourse marker in the Quran belongs to elaborative DMs with 31% of 

the distribution. The Persian DMs utilized in the process of rendering include and (extracts 1, 7, 8, 

25, 26, 27, 32), also (extracts 8, 20, 23, 24), again (extracts 9, 20, 23, 28, 30), that (extract 17), 

essentially (extract 19), and moreover (extract 22).   

 

5.1.3. The Metadiscursive Relation of Contrast: 

It expresses the descriptive relationship of negative polarity between units of discourse. In 

this logical relation interlocutors try to introduce another option, analyze and evaluate a 

proposition, move in the direction of disambiguation of interaction, express the contradiction 

between the units of discourse, oppose and weaken the ideas in the former utterances and repair 

the message in the former unit of discourse (Anderson, 1998). That is, the speaker/writer tries to 

convince the hearer or reader, prevent and stop false implicatures, and establish awareness rising 

about the outcome of some disrupting events. In this context of the construction of the discourse, 

the speaker or writer intends to make a remarkable discrepancy between a particular component 

of an utterance and other concepts or entities in other units of discourse. The lowest rank with 7% 

of distribution belongs to contrastive DMs in the encoding the information in the Kurdish 

translation and that is although (extract 12). The third rank in the Persian parallel corpora belongs 

to contrastive DMs with 19% of the distribution and three different contrastive DMs are applied 

in the process of rendering this DM in the Quran into the Persian language. They include but 

(extracts 3, 5, 12, 25), although (extract 6), and however (extracts 9, 21, 30).  

   

5.1.4. The Metadiscursive Relation of Inference:     

Textual coherence in interactions is established by implying significant results, 

consequences, and outcomes between units of discourse. That is, this logical relation between the 

units of discourse signals that the present utterance communicates ideas that are consequent to 

some features of the foregoing discourse or discourses. And the above discursive practices are 

demonstrated through the skillful utilization and manipulation of inferential discourse markers 

(IDMs) in discourse production and comprehension in human communication processes such as 
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translation. The third rank with 20% belongs to the inferential DMs in the Kurdish rendering of 

this Quranic DM. And they show the argumentation (must, extract, 14), and consequence (so, 

extract 20). The lowest rank in the Persian parallel corpora belongs to inferential DMs, 

accounting for 12.5% of the distribution and they include well (extract, 24) and consequently 

(extract, 29), expressing the inference and the outcome. 

Table 2            

Kurdish and Persian Equivalent DMs for the Quranic DM Thumma in the Parallel Data  

Translator Equivalent  Types 

of  

DMs 

Extracts Reference 

إِلَيْهِ ثمََُّ يُحْييِكمُْ ثمََُّ يُمِيتُكمُْ ثمََُّ كَيْفَ تَكْفُرُونَ باِللََّهِ وَكُنْتمُْ أمَْوَاتاً فأََحْياَكمُْ    1
 تُرْجعَوُنَ 

Al-Baqarah, 28 

Maleki After that… 

then… and at 

the end  

TT

ET 

 زندگی شما به خدا و بوديد جان بی كه حالی در نداريد قبول را خدا چطور
 و بردمی برزخ عالم به را شما وقت آن ميميراند را شما آن از بعد بخشيد
 شويد می برگردانده او سوی به فقط قيامت روز آخر دست

 

Ebrahimi  

 

After that also 

… again… then 

TE

ET 

جا چلۆن لە خوا حاشا دەکەن؟ کەچی ئێوە لەشێکی بێ گیان بوون و خوا گیانی کرد 

ئەوسا )لەودنیا( زیندووتان ئەکاتەوە، جارێ تر ئەتانمرێنێ اییشدا لە دوبەبەرتانا، 
 ئەگەڕێنەوە بۆ لای خوا.

 

 سَبعَْ فَسَوََّاهُنََّ السََّماَءِ إِلَىاسْتوََى ثمََُّ هوَُ الََّذِی خَلَقَ لَكمُْ ماَ فِی الأْرَضِْ جَمِيعاً    2
 وهَوَُ بِكُلَِّ شَیءٍْ عَلِيم   سَماَواَتٍ

Al-Baqarah, 29 

Maleki Then T به و كرده برپا را آسمان سپس آفريده شما برای است زمين در هرچه كه 
 .ميداند را چيزی هر او است داده اش ترتيب و نظم آسمان هفت صورت

 

 

Ebrahimi  

 

Afterwards  T  ،خەریکی لەپاشان هەر ئەو خوایەشە کە ئەوەی لە زەویدایە بۆ ئێوەی بەدیهێناوە
کان بوو، ئەوانی بەوێنەی حەوت نهۆم ئاسمان هەڵدا )و بەرزایی و ئاسمانە

 سازیدان(، خوا ئاگای لە هەموو شتێک هەیە

 

 Al-Baqarah, 51 اتََّخذَتْمُُ العِْجْلَ منِْ بعَدْهِِ وَأنَْتمُْ ظاَلِمُونَثمََُّ  ليَلَْةً أرَْبعَِينَوَإذِْ وَاعدَْناَ موُسَى    3

Maleki But  C  را قرار  شب ۰۴ مدت موسی با تورات نزول برای كه باشد يادتان
 كاری بد كه واقعاً شديد پرستی گوساله مشغول او نبود در اماگذاشتيم، 

 كرديد.

 

 Al-Baqarah, 52 تَشْكُروُنَ  لعَلَََّكمُْ لِكَعَفوَْناَ عَنْكمُْ مِنْ بعَدِْ ذَثمََُّ    4

Maleki Afterwards  T كنيد شكر تا گذشتيم تانتتقصيرا سر از زشت كار آن از بعد سپس  

Ebrahimi Afterwards  T  ئەم کارە )ناشیاوە( ئێوەمان بەخشی، تا بەڵکوو )بیر بکەنەوە و( شوکری ئەم لە دوای
 نێعمەتە بەجێ بێنن

 

 Al-Baqarah, 74 حِجاَرةَِ كاَلْ  فهَِیَ لِكَقُلوُبُكمُْ منِْ بعَدِْ ذَ قَسَتْثمََُّ    5

Maleki But  C شد سنگ مثل دلهايتان بگيريد عبرت اينكه جای به ولی   

Ebrahimi Afterwards also  TE بوونە دڵڕەقێکی وا لە چەشنی بەرد لەپاشانیش  

يُحَرَِّفوُنَهُ منِْ بعَدِْ ماَ عقَلَوُهُ وهَمُْ ثمََُّ وَقدَْ كَانَ فَريِق  مِنْهمُْ يَسْمعَُونَ كَلاَمَ اللََّهِ    6
 يعَْلَموُنَ 

Al-Baqarah, 75 

Maleki Although  C شما حقانيت به مردمی چنين داريد انتظار مسلمانان شما آيا اين وجود با 
 از بعد و شنيدند می را خدا سخنان آنها از ایعده آنكه با كنند اعتراف

 دانستند می را كارشان زشتی كه حالی در دادند می تغيير فهميدنش

 

Ebrahimi Or like  EE یا وەکوو ( ئایا چاوەڕانی ئەکەن )ئاوا گەلێ( بە ئێوە بڕوا بهێنن، )ئەی موسڵمانان

هەندی لەوانە قسەی خوا ئەبیسن و دوای تێگەیشتن، ئەیانگۆڕی کە چی ئەشیانزانی 

 کە دەیگۆڕن

 

 Al-Baqarah, 79  اللََّهِ عِندِْ مِنْ ذَافوَيَْل  لِلََّذيِنَ يَكتُْبُونَ الكِْتاَبَ بأِيَدْيِهمِْ ثمََُّ يَقُولُونَ هَ   7

Maleki And then  ET می وقت آن و كنند می آماده هايینوشته دست كه شان عالمان بر وای ولی 
 .خداست طرف از ها نوشته اين گويند

 

Ebrahimi 

 

Afterwards  T  !ئەڵێن: ئەوە  لەدواییداوای هاوار بۆ ئەوانە کە بە دەستی خۆیان کتیب ئەنووسنەوە

ئەوە بە نرخی کەم بفرۆشن، جا هاوار بۆ ئەوان لەبەر ئەوەی کە لەلایەن خواوەیە، تا 

 بە دەستی خۆیان نووسیویانە! وای بۆ ئەوانە لەوەی کە بەدەستی دێنن!

 

وَإذِْ أَخذَْناَ ميِثاَقَكمُْ لاَ تَسْفِكُونَ دِماَءَكمُْ وَلاَ تُخْرِجُونَ أنَْفُسَكمُْ مِنْ ديِاَرِكمُْ ثمََُّ    8 Al-Baqarah, 84 
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 نْتمُْ تَشْهدَُونَأَقْررَتْمُْ وَأَ
Maleki And…also  EE و نريزيد را هم خون گرفتيم تعهد اسرائيل بنی شما از كه باشد يادتان 

 گرفتن تعهد اين بر هم شما و نكنيد بيرون خودتان سرزمين از را همديگر
 كرديد اعتراف

 

Ebrahimi Then  T تر نەڕێژن و یەکتر لە سەر زێد و پەیمانیشمان لێتان وەرگرت کە خوێنی یەک

بڕیارتان دا و ئێستایش هەمووتان  ئەوساسەرزەوی و نیشتمانی خۆتان دەرنەکەن، 

 )لەسەر ئەو پەیمانە( شایەدن

 

 Al-Baqarah, 85 ديِاَرهِمِْ مِنْ مِنْكمُْ فرَيِقاً وتَُخْرِجُونَ أنَْفُسَكمُْ تَقْتُلُونَ ؤُلاَءِ أنَْتمُْ هَثمََُّ    9

Maleki However again  CE از ایعده دهيدمی ادامه همديگر كشتن به كه  شماييد همين باز ولی 
  كنيد می آواره هايشان خانه از را خودتان

 

Ebrahimi Thereafter also TE  هەر خۆتان کەوتوونەتە گیانی یەکتر و یەکتر ئەکوژن و تاقمێ لە لەدوای ئەوەش

 خۆتان لە وڵاتەکەیان دەرئەکەون
 

 Al-Baqarah, 199 رَحِيم   غَفوُر  اللََّهَ إنََِّأَفيِضُوا مِنْ حيَثُْ أَفاَضَ النََّاسُ واَسْتغَْفرِوُا اللََّهَ ثمََُّ    10

Maleki Then   T سرازير هم شما شوندمی سرازير منا طرف به مردم كه جايی همان از بعد 
 .تاس مهربان آمرزنده خدا كه بخواهيد آمرزش خدا از و بشويد

 

Ebrahimi 

 

Afterwards  T لەو جێگەی وا خەڵک ئەگەڕینەوە )بۆ منا( بگەڕێنەوە و داوای لێخۆشبوون لە  لەپاشا
 خوا بکەن، خوا لێبور و دڵ لاوێنە

 

 Al-Baqarah, 243 أَحْياَهمُْ ثمََُّ فَقاَلَ لَهمُُ اللََّهُ موُتُوا    11

Maleki Then  T داد آنها به دوباره زندگی بعد بميريد دكر صادر را مرگشان فرمان خدا پس  

Ebrahimi Afterwards  T  ئایا نەتڕوانییە کەسانێ کە لە ترسی مەرگ بە هەزاران کەس لە دیاری خۆیان
ڕایانکرد و زێدی خۆیان بەجێهێشت )بە بیانووی ئازارە تاعوون خۆیان لە خەز 

خوا لە دواییدا ، دوور خستەوە(، خوا پێی وتن: بمرن )هەر بەو نەخۆشیە مردن(

 زیندووی کردنەوە، دیارە خوا لەگەڵ بەرەی مرۆ خاوەن چاکەیە

 

 AL-Nahl, 83 يُنْكِروُنَهاَ وَأَكْثَرهُمُُ الكْاَفِروُنَ ثمََُّ يَعْرِفُونَ نعِْمَتَ اللََّهِ    12

Maleki But  C بيشترشان و گيرندمی اش ناديده اما شناسندمی را خدا های نعمت 
 ناشكرند

 

Ebrahimi Although after 

that 

CT  ،ئینکاری دەکەن، زۆربەیان بێمەگ و کەچی لەپاشان ئەوانە نیعمەتی خوا دەناسن
 خوانەناسن

 

 Al-Anbia, 65 يَنْطِقوُنَ  هَؤُلاَءِ ماَ علَمِْتَ لَقدَْ رءُوُسِهمِْنُكِسُوا عَلَى ثمََُّ    13

Maleki After that T ها بت اين كه دانی می خوب خودت تو ادند جواب سرافكندگی با وقت آن 
 زنند نمی حرف

 

Ebrahimi After that T سەریان شۆڕ کردەوە )و وتیان:( تۆ کە دەزانی ئەوانە قسە ناکەن! ئەوسا  

ماَءِ مَنْ كَانَ يَظُنَُّ أَنْ لنَْ يَنْصُرهَُ اللََّهُ فِی الدَُّنْياَ واَلْآخِرةَِ فَليْمَدْدُْ بِسَببٍَ إِلَى السََّ    14
 ليَْقْطعَْ فَلْيَنْظُرْ هَلْ يذُهِْبَنََّ كَيدْهُُ ماَ يغَيِظُثمََُّ 

Al-Hajj, 15 

Maleki Then  T حالا و كند نمی ياری آخرت و دنيا در را پيامبرش  خدا كند می خيال كه هر 
 را خودش به ببندد سقف به طنابی ميسوزد حسابی دارد آن خلاف ديدن از

 نه يا خواباند می را عصبانيتش ترفند اين دببين بعد كند آويزحلق

 

Ebrahimi  Must  I  ،هەر کەس گومان بکا کە خوا لە دنیا و ئاخێرەتدا یارمەتی )پێغەمبەری خۆی( نادا

بڕوانێ کە ئایا ڕق و تووڕەیی ئەو  دەباجا بە پەتێ خۆی هەڵواسێ تا دەخنکێ 
 دادەمرکێنێ؟

 

 Al-Hajj, 29 يُوفُوا نذُوُرهَُمْ وَلْيطَََّوََّفُوا باِلْبَيْتِ العَْتيِقِليَْقْضُوا تَفثََهمُْ وَلْثمََُّ    15

Maleki Then  T بقيه و بشوند خارج احرام از ناخن و مو كردن كوتاه يا سر تراشيدن با بعد 
 كعبه تاريخی خانه دور آخر دست كه اين تا بياورند جا به را شان حج اعمال
 كنند طواف

 

Ebrahimi 

 

Later on  T  ئەبێ چڵک و پیسی لە خۆیان لابەن و نەزری خۆیان جێبەجێ بکەن و بە دوای ئەوە

 دەوری ماڵی کەونارا و بەبایەخ )کابە( خول بخون و تەواف بکەن
 

قُتِلوُا أوَْ ماَتُوا لَيَرزُْقَنََّهمُُ اللََّهُ رزِْقاً حَسَناً  ثمََُّ وَالََّذيِنَ هاَجَرُوا فِی سبَيِلِ اللََّهِ    16
 يْرُ الرََّازِقِينَ خَ لَهوَُ اللََّهَ إِنََّوَ

Al-Hajj, 58 

Maleki Then  T به يا شده شهيد يا وقت آن اندكرده مهاجرت خدا راه در كه آنان به خدا 
 بهترين خدا تنها زيرا دهد می گير چشم روزی و رزق اند مرده طبيعی مرگ
 هاست دهنده روزی

 

Ebrahimi After that  T کوژران )شەهید بوون( یا مردن، خوا  پاشانە ڕێگای خوا کوچیان کرد، کەسانێ کە ل

بەوان ڕسق و ڕۆزیێکی گەلەک ڕند و فرە باش و چاکیان ئەداتێ، بەڕاستی هەر ئەو 
 باشترینی ڕۆزیدەرانە

 

 Al-Hajj, 60 لعََفوُ َّ اللََّهَ إنََِّ اللََّهُ لَينَصُْرَنََّهُ عَلَيْهِ بغُِیَ ثمََُّ بِهِ عوُقبَِ ماَ بِمثِْلِ عاَقبََ ومَنَْ لِكَذَ    17
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 غَفوُر 
Maleki That  E كه است كرده ياری طور اين را مظلومان خدا است همين هم درستش 

 و اذيت ناحق به كه بگيرند انتقام. ای اندازه  همان به باشند داشته اجازه
 است گذشت با خطابخش خدا چون اندشده آزار

 

Ebrahimi Again  E دیسانیشوایە هەرکەس بەو ئەندازەی کە ناحەقی لێکراوە دەس بکاتەوە و  مەبەست 

 ناحەقی لێبکرێ بێگومان خوا یارمەتی ئەدا، خوا لێبور و تاوانبەخشە
 

 Al-Hajj, 66 لَكَفوُر  الإِْنسَْانَ إِنََّيُحْييِكمُْ  ثمََُّ يُمِيتُكمُْ ثمََُّ وهَوَُ الََّذِی أَحْياَكمُْ    18

Maleki Then … later on  TT را شما وقت آن ميميراند را شما بعد بخشد می زندگی شما به كه اوست 
 .است ناشكر نعمت همه اين برابر در انسان ولی كند می زنده قيامت روز

 

Ebrahimi Afterwards … 

another time  

TT  ،زیندووتان جارێ تر دەتانمرێنێ، لە پاشان وە ئەو )خوا( کەسێکە ژیانی پێداون

 ەکاتەوە، بەڵام بە هەقێقەت مرۆڤ سپڵە و ناسپاسەد
 

 Al-Molk, 4 ارْجعِِ الْبَصَرَ كَرََّتَيْنِ يَنقْلَِبْ إِليَكَْ الْبَصَرُ خاَسِئاً وهَوَُ حَسِير ثمََُّ    19

Maleki Essentially  E ًبزند موج چشمهايت در واماندگی و خستگی كه آنقدر كن نگاه چندباره اصلا  

Ebrahimi Again also  EE چاوی پێدا بگێڕەوە سۆمای چاوت بە داماوی و بە ڕاماو، بەرەو خۆت  دیسانەوە
 دەگەڕێتەوە

 

 Al-Modaser, 20 قتُِلَ كَيْفَ قدََّرَثمَُّ    20

Maleki Again also  EE كرد! عمل موزيانه چه او! بر مرگ هم باز  

Ebrahimi So again  IE ێشابکوژرێ چلۆن نەخشەی ک دەسا  

 Al-Modaser, 15 يَطْمعَُ أَنْ أزَيِدَثمَُّ    21

Maleki However  C بدهم هم باز كه دارد طمع تازه  

Ebrahimi  Then also  TE ئارەزوویەتی بۆی زیاتر بکەم لە پاشانیش  

 Al-Ghiamah, 19  إِنَّ عَلَيْناَ بَياَنَهُثمَُّ    22

Maleki Moreover  E ماست با هم دنشدا توضيح ضمن در  

Ebrahimi Later on also  TE ڕوونکردنەوە و شیکردنەوەیشی هەر لەسەر ئێمەیە لە پاشانیش  

 Al-Ghiamah, 35  فأَوَْلَى لَكَأوَْلَى ثمَُّ    23

Maleki Again also  EE توست حق بله توست حق گويم می هم باز  

Ebrahimi Again also EE لەبارترە یاوتر وئەمە بۆ تۆ ش جارێ تریش  

 Al-Morsalat, 17 نُتْبعُهمُُ الْآخِريِنَ  ثمََّ   24

Maleki Well … also  IE فرستيم می دنبالشان به هم را آيندگان خب  

Ebrahimi Then  T  ئەوان، ئەوانەی دواییش لە ناو ئەبەینلە دوای  

 AL-Nahl, 110 صَبَرُوا  جاَهدَُوا وَ ثمََُّ ماَ فتُِنُوا إِنََّ رَبََّكَ لِلََّذيِنَ هاَجَرُوا مِنْ بعَدِْ  ثمََُّ   25

Maleki But … and  CE و كردند مهاجرت شكنجه و رنج همه آن تحمل از بعد كه افراد از برخی اما 
  ورزيدند صبوری و جنگيدند خدا راه در

AL-Nahl, 110 

 Al-Haghah,46 لَقطََعْناَ مِنْهُ الوْتَِينَ ثمََُّ    26

Maleki And  E زديممی را حياطش شاهرگ و  

يعَوُدُونَ لِماَ قاَلُوا فَتَحْرِيرُ رَقَبَةٍ منِْ قَبْلِ أَنْ ثمََُّ وَالََّذيِنَ يُظاَهِرُونَ منِْ نِساَئِهمِْ    27
 يَتَماَسََّا

Al-Mojadeleh, 3 

Maleki And after that ET برگردند دشانخو حرف از بعدش و كنند ظهار را زنانشان كه كسانی البته 
 كنند  آزاد برده يك شوند همبستر هم با اينكه از قبل بايد

 

 Al-Mojadeleh, 8  عَنْهُ نُهُوا لِماَ يعَوُدُونَ ثمََُّأَلمَْ تَرَ إِلَى الََّذيِنَ نُهُوا عنَِ النََّجوَْى    28

Maleki Again  E همان دوباره اند شده نهی زدن حرف درگوشی از كه كسانی كه نديدی مگر 
  اند شده نهی آن از كه كنندمی را كاری

 

 Al-Maarej, 14 يُنجِيهِ ثمَُّ وَمَن فِی الأْرَضِْ جَمِيعاً    29

Maleki Consequently  I بدهد نجاتش كار اين با است زمين روی را هركه نيز و  

 Al-Nooh,8 إنِِّی دَعوَتُْهمُْ جِهاَرًاثمَُّ    30

Maleki However again  CE كردم دعوتشان سويت به بلند صدای با هم باز اين وجود با  

 Al-Nooh, 18  يعُِيدُكمُْ فيِهاَ ويَُخْرِجُكمُْ إِخْرَاجاًثمَُّ    31

Maleki And finally  ET عجيبی طرز به قيامت در و گرداند می تان بر زمين درون به آخر در و 
 آورد می تان بيرون
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6. Discussion 

In translating the Quranic DM “Thumma” into Kurdish and Persian languages 

miscellaneous types of Persian and Kurdish DMs were used. These types and combinations 

consisted of four different branches of DMs indicating discursive and pragmatic relations of 

elaboration, contrast, inference, and temporality between units of discourse. According to the 

obtained results flexibility, creativity, dynamism, logical, pragmatic, and social adjustment are 

substantiated in the construction of discourse. So regarding the point that no literal translation is 

observed in rendering these discourse-monitoring components, two questions come to mind: In 

which way can this innovative approach in translating the Quranic DM “Thumma” be interpreted 

and substantiated? How can this pragmatic enrichment be justified and interpreted? 

In the Introduction section it was assumed that as a general rule, translators use some kind 

of improvement and adjustment in the encoding of information in translation. This suitability and 

productivity are sprung from the dynamism of human communication regarding the structural, 

contextual, and social factors. Therefore, it is supposed that in dealing with the encoding of 

information, translators consider the necessities of different discourses, languages, and cultures to 

furnish their interlocutors with a pragmatically, culturally, and rhetorically coherent and 

understandable text. The investigation of strategies used by these Iranian translators of Persian 

and Kurdish languages verifies that this assumption about their methodologies is documented. 

The different types of innovations and adjustments in terms of the creative approach to the 

construction of the discourse in translation are supported by various studies. The first type of 

explanation analyzes and considers the role of natural language use in the encoding of 

information in the communicative process of translation. Frisson (2009) found that the main 

consideration of translators was the natural use of language in translation. So, relying on the 

flexible conditions of different social contexts in human communication new kinds of inferences, 

interpretations, and functions were created for DMs. Likewise, Furko (2014) and Mohammadi 

(2021) concluded that translators supposed a context-sensitive procedure in discourse 

construction in the process of translation of DMs and, as a result, communicatively rendered DMs 

in terms of context and situation. In other words, literal translation was not the only substantiated 

approach in the analysis of the Persian and Kurdish parallel corpora. 

Another type of support springs from speakers’ and writers’ manipulative approaches in 

social settings. The results of some studies showed that communicators use and make sense of 

DMs miscellaneously during discourse construction (Aijmer, 2002; Egg & Redeker, 2008; Frisson 

& Pickering, 2001). It means that DMs are context-dependent, are substituted dynamically by 

professional people, and, consequently, embark various classifications of functions, uses, and 

senses. Then various interpretations in decoding and encoding of DMs become more prevailing in 

translation and DMs are commonly substituted by various sorts and combinations of DMs during 

the process of translation (Crible et al., 2018). Another study done by Egg and Redeker (2008) 
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relies on Underspecification Theory- a theory in discourse defending and supporting the 

modifications of DMs in translation. Within the realm of underspecification theory, the analyses 

and explorations are done in terms of the discrepancy between the meaning and the pragmatic 

functions of linguistic components in contexts of use. Accordingly, different kinds of 

modifications, adaptations, and substitutions are taken into account as the various evidence, 

demonstrations, and indexes of this theory in translation (Frisson & Pickering, 2001; Mohammadi, 

2021). Mohammadi’s (2021) study lends special support to the present one in which the 

interpretation of DMs in Persian and English parallel corpora was investigated. This researcher 

reported various kinds of adaptations and changes in translation and concluded that these 

modifications and adaptations can be plausible based on Grice’s Cooperative Principles, i.e. 

translators try to construct a more comprehensible discourse for their readership. He argues that 

the requirements of different languages, cultures, and discourses are primary factors based on 

which translators attempt to encode the information in the translation process and try to pave the 

way for their target audience for the comprehension of text. 

The final source of support and justification regarding these changes in DMs translation 

may be extracted from the theory of pragmatic enrichment. According to this theory, words, 

statements, and expressions adopt new meanings and functions different from literal and semantic 

content, or these innovations are established in the process of communication. That is, these 

components of an utterance, i.e., phrases, expressions, words, terms, and statements are enriched 

by the social, cultural, and contextual variables influencing the construction of discourse in real-

life interlocutions such as speaking, writing, and translation (Cummins & Rohde, 2015). 

 

7. Conclusion and Pedagogical Implications 

The accomplishments that are expected to be achieved by translators are the adaptation of 

their approaches, strategies, practical work, and equivalents to different ranges of structural, 

terminological, semantic, and pragmatic components in other languages, discourses, and cultures. 

The characteristics of the creativity, flexibility, and dynamic approaches perceived in the 

translation of the DM “Thumma” showed that translation is a creative process, the creation of 

discourse is substantiated in the process of the use of language in different social environments, 

and different pragmatic theories are appealed to in the process of communication in different 

contexts and situations. For rendering the Quranic DM “Thumma” into Persian and Kurdish the 

following theoretical perspectives were applied: Pragmatic Enrichment, Underspecification 

Theory, and Cooperative Principles. In other words, the amendments, modifications, and 

adjustments which cause pragmatically enriched relationships between discourse fragments in the 

translation process are rooted in the exploitation of these theoretical perspectives in using 

language in the professional walks of human life such as translation. The present study 

investigated the translation of the third most frequent, effective, and somehow ambiguous DM      
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“Thumma” in the Quranic texts into Persian and Kurdish languages. Some other comparative 

studies may need to be done regarding the translation of this DM into different Asian, African, 

and American languages. The results of these investigations may act as the guidelines for different 

research, educational, and scientific components of curriculum planning by use of putting forward 

new programs and courses in these pragmatic and discourse-oriented areas, reviewing material 

preparation systems, and modifying translation evaluation methods. Likewise, regarding the fact 

that parallel corpora and data analytic studies have recently commenced, translators generally use 

language in ways that are creative, innovative, and professional, and exploit novel functions, 

synonyms, and usages for the words, phrases, and expressions (Hauge, 2014), however, the 

obtained results and new findings regarding the investigations of the translators’ professional 

language use are not practically used in the related fields such as lexicography, translation quality 

assessment, and development of material. Concerning these points, therefore, these findings 

would provide possible solutions to the problems and answers to the questions put forward in the 

above realms. 
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